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We describe an efﬁcient massively parallel implementation of our variant of the FETI type domain
decomposition method called Total FETI with a lumped preconditioner. A special attention is paid to
the discussion of several variants of parallelization of the action of the projections to the natural coarse
grid and to the effective regularization of the stiffness matrices of the subdomains. Both numerical and
parallel scalability of the proposed TFETI method are demonstrated on a 2D elastostatic benchmark up
to 314,505,600 unknowns and 4800 cores. The results are also important for implementation of scalable
algorithms for the solution of nonlinear contact problems of elasticity by TFETI based domain decompo-
sition method.
 2013 Civil-Comp Ltd and Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
The FETI domain decomposition method was introduced by
Farhat and Roux [1] for the parallel solution of the large linear sys-
tems arising in linearized engineering problems. Using this ap-
proach, a body is partitioned into non-overlapping subdomains,
an elliptic problem with Neumann boundary conditions is deﬁned
for each subdomain, and intersubdomain ﬁeld continuity is
enforced via Lagrange multipliers. The Lagrange multipliers are
then evaluated by solving a relatively small dual problem by the
conjugate gradient method with effective preconditioning that ex-
ploits its special structure [3,4], in particular a natural coarse grid
deﬁned by the rigid body motions of the subdomains. The iterative
procedure has asymptotically linear complexity and admits mas-
sive parallelization.
It is impossible to exploit fully the potential offered by the FETI
methods without efﬁcient implementation. In this paper we con-
centrate on two important and nontrivial implementation details
of our variant of the FETI method that we call Total FETI (TFETI)
[5]. The TFETI differs from the classical FETI method in implemen-
tation of the Dirichlet boundary conditions which are enforced by
Lagrange multipliers. Hence all subdomain stiffness matrices are
singular with a priori known kernels, which can be used in thesolution of local Neumann problems. The TFETI has become a pow-
erful tool for the solution of complex engineering problems includ-
ing contact problems [12–14]. The scalability was proved and
demonstrated by numerical experiments also for the contact prob-
lems with material and geometric non-linearities by Dobiáš et al.
[7]. Here we restrict our attention to the linear problems and de-
scribe two important implementations details with the aim to im-
prove the reliability of our implementations by effective treatment
of the singular stiffness matrices and to extend the range of scala-
bility of our algorithm by the effective implementation of the pro-
jectors to the ‘‘natural coarse grid’’.
We describe ﬁrst how to use the kernels to regularize effectively
the local stiffness matrices so that the action of a suitable general-
ized inverse by the standard Cholesky decomposition can be eval-
uated effectively. We give numerical examples showing that the
matrices of the systems arising in TFETI are better conditioned
than those arising in FETI-DP [2], a popular way of avoiding singu-
lar stiffness matrices of the local problems.
Then we discuss implementation of the projectors to the natural
coarse grid, which is important as the FETI method enjoys parallel
scalability only as long as the manipulations with the natural
coarse grid (and communications) do not dominate the computa-
tional costs. To extend the parallel scalability as far as possible,
we propose several ways of exploiting speciﬁc structure of con-
straint matrices, discuss in details their efﬁciency, and illustrate
our discussions by numerical examples.
The paper is organized as follows. After introducing a model
problem in Section 2, we brieﬂy review the TFETI methodology
in Section 3 that transforms the large primal problem in terms of
displacements into the smaller and better conditioned dual one
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improved by using the projectors deﬁned by the natural coarse grid
(Section 4). We give a basic TFETI algorithmic scheme and intro-
duce a modiﬁcation of the conjugate gradient algorithm for the
solution of the resulting quadratic programming problem with
equality constraints. Then we discuss the most important ingredi-
ents as the effective stiffness matrix regularization in Section 5 and
the coarse problem parallel implementation strategies in Section 6.
Both numerical and parallel scalability of the proposed TFETI
method are demonstrated on a 2D elastostatic benchmark up to
314,505,600 unknowns and 4800 cores.
2. Problem of elastostatics
Let us consider an isotropic elastic body represented in a refer-
ence conﬁguration by a domain X in Rd; d ¼ 2;3, with the sufﬁ-
ciently smooth boundary C as in Fig. 1. Suppose that C consists
of two disjoint parts CU and CF ; C ¼ CU [ CF , and that the dis-
placements U : CU ! Rd and forces F : CF ! Rd are given. The
mechanical properties of X are deﬁned by the Young modulus E,
the Poisson ratio m, and the density q.
Let cijk‘ : X! Rd and g : X! Rd denote the entries of the elas-
ticity tensor and a vector of body forces, respectively. For any suf-
ﬁciently smooth displacement u : X! Rd, the total potential
energy is deﬁned by
JðuÞ ¼ 1
2
aðu;uÞ 
Z
X
g>udX
Z
CF
F>udC; ð1Þ
where
aðu;vÞ ¼
Z
X
cijk‘eijðuÞek‘ðvÞdX and ek‘ðuÞ ¼ 12
@uk
@x‘
þ @u‘
@xk
 
: ð2Þ
We suppose that the elasticity tensor satisﬁes natural physical
restrictions so that
aðu;vÞ ¼ aðv;uÞ and aðu;uÞP 0: ð3Þ
Now let us introduce the Sobolev space V = H1(X)d and let
K ¼ fv 2 V : v ¼ U on CUg
be its non-empty, closed, and convex subset. The displacement u
2 K of body in equilibrium satisﬁes
JðuÞ 6 JðvÞ for any v 2 K: ð4Þ
Conditions that guarantee existence and uniqueness may be ex-
pressed in terms of coercivity of J. More general boundary condi-
tions, such as prescribed normal displacements and periodicity,
may be considered without any conceptual difﬁculties.
3. TFETI domain decomposition
To apply the TFETI domain decomposition, we tear the body
from the part of the boundary with the Dirichlet boundary condi-
tion, decompose the body into subdomains, assign each subdomainFig. 1. Model problem.a unique number, and introduce new ‘‘gluing’’ conditions on the
artiﬁcial intersubdomain boundaries and on the boundaries with
imposed Dirichlet data.
More speciﬁcally, the original bodyX is decomposed into a sys-
tem of s homogeneous isotropic elastic bodies, each of which occu-
pies, in a reference conﬁguration, a subdomain Xp in Rd; d ¼ 2;3.
After decomposition each boundary Cp of Xp consists of three dis-
joint parts CpU , C
p
F , and C
p
G;C
p ¼ CpU [ CpF [ CpG, with the correspond-
ing displacements Up and forces Fp inherited from the originally
imposed boundary conditions on C. For the artiﬁcial intersubdo-
main boundaries, we use the following notation: CpqG denotes the
part of Cp that is glued to Xq and CpG denotes the part of C
p that
is glued to the other subdomains. Obviously CpqG ¼ CqpG . An auxiliary
decomposition of the problem of Fig. 1 with renumbered subdo-
mains and artiﬁcial intersubdomain boundaries is in Fig. 2. The
gluing conditions require continuity of the displacements and of
their normal derivatives across the intersubdomain boundaries.
The mechanical properties ofXp are deﬁned by the Young modulus
Ep, the Poisson ratio mp, and the density qp.
Let cpijk‘ and g
p denote again the entries of the elasticity tensor
and a vector of body forces, respectively. For any sufﬁciently
smooth displacement u : X1  . . .Xs ! Rd, the total potential en-
ergy is deﬁned by
J ðuÞ ¼
Xs
p¼1
1
2
apðup;upÞ 
Z
Xp
ðgpÞ>updX
Z
CpF
ðFpÞ>updC
( )
; ð5Þ
where
apðup;vpÞ ¼
Z
Xp
cpijk‘e
p
ijðupÞepk‘ðvpÞdX and epk‘ðupÞ
¼ 1
2
@upk
@xp‘
þ @u
p
‘
@xpk
 
: ð6Þ
Let us introduce the product Sobolev space
V ¼ H1ðX1Þd      H1ðXsÞd; ð7Þ
and let
K ¼ fv ¼ ðv1; . . . ;vsÞ 2 V : vp ¼ Up on CpU ; vp ¼ vq on CpqG g
be its non-empty, closed, and convex subset. The displacement
u 2 K of the system of subdomains in equilibrium satisﬁes
J ðuÞ 6 J ðvÞ for any v 2 K: ð8Þ
The ﬁnite element discretization of X ¼ X1 [ . . . [Xs with a
suitable numbering of nodes results in the quadratic programming
(QP) problem
min
u
1
2
u>Ku f>u subject to Bu ¼ c; ð9ÞFig. 2. TFETI domain decomposition with subdomain renumbering and traces of
discretization.
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nite block-diagonal stiffness matrix of order n, B denotes an m  n
full rank constraint matrix, f 2 Rn is a load vector, and c 2 Rm is a
constraint vector.
The diagonal blocks Kp that correspond to the subdomains Xp
are positive semideﬁnite sparse matrices with known kernels,
the rigid body modes. This is a great advantage because all blocks
can be effectively regularized and then decomposed using any
standard sparse Cholesky type factorization method for nonsingu-
lar matrices. We will need this ingredient in the following section
to carry out the efﬁcient action of the generalized inverse to K on a
vector. The load vector f describes the nodal forces arising from the
volume forces and/or some other imposed traction.
The matrix B with the rows bi and the vector c with the entries
ci enforce the prescribed displacements on the part of the boundary
with imposed Dirichlet condition and the continuity of the dis-
placements across the auxiliary interfaces. The continuity requires
that biu = ci = 0, where bi are vectors of the order n with zero en-
tries except 1 and  1 at appropriate positions. Typically m is
much smaller than n.
Remark 3.1. Let us note that B can be directly assembled to have
orthonormal rows by only special treating of the rows of B
corresponding to the nodes shared by more than two subdomains.
Even though (9) is a standard convex quadratic programming
problem, its formulation is not suitable for numerical solution.
The reasons are that K is typically ill-conditioned, singular, very
large, and projections to the feasible set K are expensive.
4. Optimal solvers to equality constrained problems
The complications mentioned above may be essentially reduced
by applying the duality theory of convex programming (see, e.g.,
Magoules and Roux [8] or Dostál [9]), where all the constraints
are enforced by the Lagrange multipliers k. The Lagrangian associ-
ated with problem (9) is
Lðu; kÞ ¼ 1
2
u>Ku f>uþ k>ðBu cÞ: ð10Þ
It is well known [9] that (9) is equivalent to the saddle point
problem
Lðu; kÞ ¼ sup
k
inf
u
Lðu; kÞ ð11Þ
or equivalently: ﬁnd ðu; kÞ 2 Rn  Rm satisfying
A u
k
 
¼ f
c
 
ð12Þ
with
A :¼ K B
>
B O
 !
:
We suppose that (12) is uniquely solvable which is guaranteed by
the following necessary and sufﬁcient conditions [10]:
KerB> ¼ fog; ð13Þ
KerK \ Ker B ¼ fog: ð14Þ
Notice that (13) is the condition on the full row-rank of B. Let us
mention that a basis of KerK can be constructed directly using sub-
domain rigid body modes and assume that its vectors are columns
of the matrix R 2 Rnl; l ¼ n rankðKÞ. More precisely, in 2D each
subdomain Xp is assigned three columns with the sections
yi 1 0
xi 0 1
 and the zero matrix O 2 R23 associated with each vertex Vi 2 Xp
and Vj R Xp, respectively. Similarly in 3D each subdomain Xp is as-
signed six columns with the sections
0 zi yi 1 0 0
zi 0 xi 0 1 0
yi xi 0 0 0 1
2
64
3
75
and the zero matrix O 2 R36 associated with each vertex Vi 2 Xp
and Vj R Xp, respectively.
The ﬁrst equation in (12) is satisﬁed iff
f  B>k 2 Im K ð15Þ
and
u ¼ Kyðf  B>kÞ þ Ra ð16Þ
for an appropriate a 2 Rl and arbitrary generalized inverse K satis-
fying KKK = K. Moreover, (15) can be equivalently written as
R>ðf  B>kÞ ¼ o: ð17Þ
Further substituting (16) into the second equation in (12) we arrive
at
BKyB>kþ BRa ¼ c BKyf: ð18Þ
Summarizing (17) and (18) we ﬁnd that the pair ðk; aÞ 2 Rm  Rl
satisﬁes:
S k
a
 
¼ d
e
 
; ð19Þ
where
S :¼ BK
yB> BR
R>B> O
 !
is the (negative) Schur complement of K in A, d :¼ BKf  c, and
e :¼ R>f. As both S and A are simultaneously invertible [10], we
can compute ﬁrst ðk; aÞ by solving (19) and then we obtain u from
(16). Let us note that (19) has formally the same saddle-point struc-
ture as that of (12), however, its size is considerably smaller and the
diagonal block BKB> is much better conditioned than K.
Before discussing the solution method for (19) we introduce
new notation
F :¼ BKyB>; G :¼ R>B>
which changes (19) into
F G>
G O
 !
k
a
 
¼ d
e
 
: ð20Þ
Now we shall split (20) using the orthogonal projector PG onto the
so-called natural coarse space Ker G. As (14) implies that G is of full
row-rank, we can identify PG with the following matrix:
PG :¼ I QG and QG :¼ G>ðGG>Þ1G;
with QG being the orthogonal projector onto the image space of G>.
Applying PG on the ﬁrst equation in (20) we obtain that k satisﬁes:
PGFk ¼ PGd; Gk ¼ e: ð21Þ
In order to arrange (21) as one equation on the vector space KerG
we decompose the solution k into kIm 2 Im G> and kKer 2 KerG as
k ¼ kIm þ kKer: ð22Þ
Since kIm is easily available via
kIm ¼ G>ðGG>Þ1e;
it remains to show how to get kKer . Substituting (22) into (21) we
can see that kKer satisﬁes:
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 3. Fixing nodes distribution.
Table 1
Condition number of the block AJJ for different distributions of ﬁxing nodes.
Var. (a) Var. (b) Var. (c) Var. (d)
condðAJJ Þ 6,733,534 3,318,751 6705 2239
Fig. 4. Natural distributions of primal data. Filled parts mean local portions (held on
single core).
Fig. 5. Application of QG projector.
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G´ Ker G is symmetric positive deﬁnite and invertible if A is
invertible [10]. Finally note that, if k is known, the solution compo-
nent a is given bya ¼ ðGG>Þ1Gðd FkÞ: ð24Þ
Action of the matrix F on a vector is perfectly parallelizable be-
cause of the block diagonal structure of K and the block structure
of B respecting the decomposition into subdomains. On the other
hand, action of the projector PG is not directly parallelizable. There-
fore its various parallel implementation strategies are discussed in
Section 6. Let us algorithmically summarize the previous results.
ALGORITHMIC SCHEME
Step 1.a: Assemble G:¼  R>B>,d:¼BKf  c, and e:¼  R>f.
Step 1.b: Compute kIm :¼ G>ðGG>Þ1e.
Step 1.c: Assemble ~d :¼ d FkIm.
Step 1.d: Compute kKer by solving PGFkKer ¼ PG~d on Ker G.
Step 1.e: Assemble k :¼ kIm þ kKer .
Step 2: Compute a :¼ ðGG>Þ1Gðd FkÞ.
Step 3: Compute u :¼ Kyðf  B>kÞ þ Ra.
Finally, we introduce the projected conjugate gradient method
with preconditioning (PCGP) [3] that we use for computing kKer
in Step 1.d of Algorithmic scheme. Thus we want to compute kKer
by solving the system PGFkKer ¼ PG~d on Ker G with the cheaplumped preconditioner F1 [3] to F. Let us note that for the ortho-
normal matrix B (see Remark 3.1) we have
F1 ¼ BKB>:
ALGORITHM PCGP
1. Initializer0 ¼ ~d; k0Ker ¼ o:
2. Iterate k = 1,2, . . ., until convergenceProject wk1 = PGrk1.
Precondition zk1 ¼ F1wk1.
Project yk1 = PGzk1.
bk = (yk1)>wk1/(yk2)>wk2; (b1 = 0).
pk = yk1 + bkpk1; (p1 = y0).
ak = (yk1)>wk1/(pk)>Fpk.
kkKer ¼ kk1Ker þ akpk.
rk = rk1  akFpk.3. kKer ¼ kkKer .
Using TFETI in combination with PCGP algorithm we are able to
ﬁnd the solution of the original elastostatic problem in O(1) ma-
trix–vector multiplications independently of the problem size pro-
vided the ratio between the decomposition step H and the
discretization step h is kept bounded. For more details about opti-
mality see [3]. The generalization for non-symmetric systems may
be found in [10,15].
5. Stiffness matrix regularization
In this section, we describe an effective regularization of the
stiffness matrix K which enables its factorization using any stan-
dard Cholesky type decomposition method for nonsingular matri-
ces. This ingredient is important for the efﬁcient action of K on
a vector.
To describe our regularization, let us assume that A is a sym-
metric positive semideﬁnite stiffness matrix of a subdomain in
the TFETI method. If we choose M nodes of the ﬁnite element sub-
A B
32
1
4
A
B
Fig. 6. Various ways of realization of the QG action.
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line, MP 2 in 2D, and MP 3 in 3D, then the submatrix AJJ of the
stiffness matrix A deﬁned by the set J with the indices of the dis-
placements of the other nodes is ‘‘reasonably’’ nonsingular. Of
course, this is not surprising, as AJJ can be considered as the stiff-
ness matrix of the body that is ﬁxed in the chosen nodes. Using the
arguments of mechanics, it is natural to assume that if ﬁxing of the
chosen nodes makes the body stiff, then AJJ is well-conditioned.
See Fig. 3 and Table 1, where A corresponds to a subdomain stiff-
ness matrix of the 2D linear elasticity benchmark described in Sec-tion 7. We call theM chosen nodes ﬁxing nodes and denote by I the
set of indices of corresponding displacements. An algorithm of
ﬁnding M uniformly distributed ﬁxing nodes based on mesh parti-
tioning is described and analyzed in [6].
We use the following block LDL> decomposition of A 2 RnnPAPT ¼ AJJ AJI
AIJ AII
 
¼ LDL>; ð25Þ
with
Fig. 7. Benchmark geometry.
0 100 200 300 400 500 600
0
50
100
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200
Fig. 8. Displacements with traces of decomposition (scaled 6000).
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AIJA
1
JJ I
" #
; and D ¼ AJJ O
O S
 
;
where blocks AJJ 2 Rrr; AII 2 Rss; r ¼ n s; s ¼ 2M in 2D,
s = 3M in 3D, P is a permutation matrix, and
S ¼ AII  AIJA1JJAJI
is the Schur complement matrix to AII .
Proposition 5.1. Let . > 0 be given and let Q be the orthogonal
projector onto the kernel of S. The matrix
A. ¼ P>
AJJ AJI
AIJ AII þ .Q
 
P
is symmetric positive deﬁnite and A1. is the generalized inverse to A.
Thus the action of A1. on a vector can be carried out efﬁciently by
the factorization of A. using any standard Cholesky type decomposition
method.Proof. First observe that the eigenvectors of S that correspond to
the zero eigenvalues are the traces of the vectors from the kernel
of A on the ﬁxing nodes. Indeed, if Ae = o, then
AJJ eJ þ AJIeI ¼ o; AIJ eJ þ AIIeI ¼ o;
and
SeI ¼ AII  AIJA1JJAJI
 
eI ¼ AIIeI  AIJA1JJ ðAJJ eJ Þ
¼ o: ð26Þ
Let us consider that the columns of the matrix N form a basis of
KerA. Because of the assumptions on the choice of ﬁxing nodes
above, restriction of N to the Ith rows is a full column rank matrix
denoted by NI. Thus we can construct the orthogonal (symmetric
positive semideﬁnite) projector
Q ¼ NI NTINI
 1
NTI
onto the kernel of S. Obviously SQ = QS = O and
S. ¼ Sþ .Q ¼ AII  AIJA1JJAJI þ .Q
is nonsingular symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix for any . > 0.
Moreover,S1. ¼ S# þ .1Q ð27Þ
with S# being the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse to S deﬁned by its
SVD decomposition. Obviously this regularization can be carried out
directly on A by adding (symmetric positive semideﬁnite) matrix
.Q to AII . Let us denote this regularized matrix by A..
Finally, using (25) and (27) we get that A1. is a generalized
inverse to A because
AA1. A¼ ðPTLDLTPÞðPTLT
A1JJ O
O S1.
" #
L1PÞðPTLDLTPÞ¼PTL AJJ O
O SS1. S
" #
LTP¼PTL AJJ O
O S
 
LTP¼A: 
To preserve sparsity of the Cholesky factor of A. we may use
any sparse reordering algorithm such as symmetric approximate
minimum degree, symmetric reverse Cuthill–McKee, proﬁle and
wavefront reduction etc. The optimal choice depends on the way
in which the sparse matrix is stored and on the problem geometry.
For more details about different strategies for choosing ﬁxing
nodes see [6,11].
6. Parallel implementation
To describe our parallel implementation, let us ﬁrst observe pri-
mal data distributions, i.e., distributions of K, B, R, f, and u. Let Nd
denote the dual dimension and Nc the number of cores being at dis-
posal for our computations.
Distribution of the primal data is quite straightforward as every
block corresponds to a subdomain; see Fig. 4. They can be stored
using general distributed column-block or row-block matrix type
(e.g. MPIAIJ in PETSc, codistributed arrays in MATLAB) with nonz-
eros only in diagonal blocks. However, K and R possess nice block-
diagonal layout and can be implemented more sophisticatedly
using block-diagonal composite type where subblocks are ordinary
sequential matrices and every node holds an array of them.
The critical point of the TFETI method is the application of QG
projector as depicted in Fig. 5. The action time and the level of
communication depend ﬁrst of all on G matrix distribution and
implementation of coarse problem solution, i.e.,
 whether and how G should be distributed,
 how action of (GGT)1 and hence QG and PG application should
be implemented,
 whether G should be orthonormalized so that (GGT)1 = I.
Each of cores works with local part associated with its subdo-
mains. Current core is speciﬁed by rank (rank = 0, . . . ,Nc  1). Some
operations require communication through the vector transfers.
We suggest seven ways of handling the matrix G and subse-
quent realizations of the solution of the coarse problem GGTx = b.
These strategies of the projector application can be viewed from
two points:
I. how G is distributed and its action carried out (see Fig. 6(a)
and (c)):
(A) horizontal blocks,
(B) vertical blocks.II. how the coarse problem is solved which implies the level of
preprocessing of G and GGT (see Fig. 6d and b):
(1) iteratively using CG by the master process,
(2) directly using Cholesky factorization by the master
process,
(3) applying explicit inverse of GGT in parallel,
(4) the coarse problem is eliminated provided that the rows
of G are orthonormalized.The natural coarse space matrix G is computed in a way where
each of cores owns sparse sequential matrices R[rank] and B[rank], so
Table 2
Performance of the coarse problem solution for varying strategy, decomposition and discretization.
Number of subdom. 192 768 1728 3072
Number of cores 192 768 1728 3072
G[rank] 1.001e02 1.152e02 1.489e02 1.527e02
broadcast of G to all cores 9.102e02 3.710e01 8.353e01 1.389e+00
B1,2,3: GGT assembling 6.710e02 2.469e01 7.155e01 1.203e+00
B2,3: GGT Chol. fact. 8.090e03 1.042e01 8.108e01 2.004e+00
B3: inverse 1.767e01 1.149e+00 6.401e+00 9.264e+00
B4: orthonormalization 9.669e02 5.983e01 3.262e+00 4.629e+00
B1: QG action 1.070e02 6.934e02 3.204e01 6.424e01
B2: QG action 8.046e03 5.404e02 2.321e01 4.576e01
B3: QG action 5.822e03 3.742e02 1.760e01 3.621e01
B4: QG action 6.096e03 2.694e02 6.424e02 9.874e02
Table 3
Performance of the Total FETI implementation for varying decomposition and discretization.
Number of subdom. 192 768 1728 3072 4800
Number of cores 192 768 1728 3072 4800
Primal variables 12,580,224 50,320,896 114,476,544 201,283,584 314,505,600
Dual variables 129,984 537,216 1,228,464 2,183,424 3,422,400
Kernel dimension 576 2304 5184 9216 14,400
PCGP iterations 42 42 42 42 42
Preprocessing time 66.80468 68.03465 71.769 73.57246 78.20962
Solution time 26.7946 27.2203 28.9077 31.7057 40.5153
Total time 93.5992 95.2549 100.6767 105.2782 118.7249
Time per iteration 0.5954 0.6041 0.6390 0.6932 0.8757
F action 0.5791 0.5791 0.5889 0.5771 0.5788
PG action (2) 0.0025 0.0117 0.0382 0.1034 0.2906
F1 action 0.0145 0.0230 0.0487 0.1118 0.2957
Fig. 9. Scalability behavior.
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without any communication.
Distribution into horizontal blocks in case A leads to enormous
increase of communication because sequential dual vectors have to
be scattered to zeroth core, added together and broadcasted. Also
the reduction of computational times is not so signiﬁcant. Mea-
sured times during numerical experiments using A distribution
and detailed analysis conﬁrmed its unsuitability to reach good par-
allel scalability.
Thus in the following we consider G matrix distribution into
vertical blocks and parallelize all dual vectors and operations with
them – case B – this is a big advantage. Taking into account the
decomposition of huge problems into large number of subdomainsresulting in large dual dimension and defect of K, this can signiﬁ-
cantly reduce the computational time. Preprocessing of G com-
prises a redistribution of horizontal blocks G[rank] into vertical
(i.e. horizontal GT½rank).
In cases 1 and 2 it is necessary to transfer the whole Gmatrix to
the zeroth core or in case 3 to all cores. Master core or each of cores
then computes sequential product GGT.
In case 1 we can employ iterative solver for the coarse problem
solution. In cases 2 and 3 any Cholesky type factorization of GGT
has to be performed. We can use ﬁnite solver for the coarse prob-
lem solution on the zeroth core or for computation of ith column of
(GGT)1, i.e. inverse of GGT, on each of cores assigning the ith col-
umn of identity matrix to the right hand side b, so that the inverse
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sign Nd/Nc corresponding columns of identity matrix to the right
hand side vector. Coarse problem is then solved by means of ordin-
ary matrix–vector multiplication by the distributed (GGT)1 matrix.
In case 4 rows of G are orthonormalized resulting in a matrix G.
It can be carried out by forward substitution of the factorized GGT
applied to the columns of the original Gmatrix. This way has a big
advantage – we eliminate the coarse problem (GGT = (GGT)1 = I)
completely. We have to redistribute ﬁrst the sequential blocks
G[rank] into the parallel dense matrix GT and then perform orthon-
ormalization of its columns, i.e. orthonormalized rows of G ¼ TG
are described by a nonsingular matrix T. For this purpose the clas-
sical Gram–Schmidt algorithmwas chosen, that appears more suit-
able for the parallelization of this problem than the modiﬁed or
iterated classical Gram–Schmidt algorithm. Let us recall that the
algorithm requires half of ﬂoating-point operations, on parallel
computers it can be much faster than the modiﬁed one, and its par-
allel efﬁciency equals that of iterated classical one. The columns of
the matrix GT are copied into the array of parallel vectors g[] (local
size Nd/Nc, global size Nd) and the process of orthonormalization is
performed in parallel. The obtained vectors form columns of the
matrix GT . Considering this type of distribution, this process re-
quires only transfers of dot products and can be very efﬁcient
[18]. Another possibility is to use forward substitution of factorized
GGT applied to Nd/Nc columns of the original G matrix as the right
hand side.7. Numerical experiments
Described algorithms were implemented in standard numerics
parallelization tool PETSc (Portable Extensible Toolkit for Scientiﬁc
Computation), version 3.1.014, developed by Argonne National
Laboratory [17] and tested on the solution of 2D linear elasticity
problems. We varied decomposition and discretization parameters
in order to demonstrate the scalability of our method. For these
computations we used HECToR phase 2b system at EPCC in Edin-
burgh [16] offering 1856 XE6 compute nodes. Each compute node
contains two AMD 2.1 GHz 12-core processors giving a total of
44,544 cores. Theoretical peak performance is around 373 Tﬂops.
There is presently 32 GB of main memory available per node,
which is shared between its 24 cores, the total memory is 58 TB.
The processors are connected with a high-bandwidth interconnect
using Cray Gemini communication chips. The Gemini chips are ar-
ranged on a 3 dimensional torus.
As a benchmark we used a 2D elastostatic problem of the steel
traverse represented by a domain X = (0,600)  (0,200) with the
sizes given in [mm] (see Fig. 7). The material constants are deﬁned
by the Young modulus E = 2.1  105 (MPa), the Poisson ratio
m = 0.3, and the density q = 7.85  109 (ton/mm3). The body is
ﬁxed in all directions along the left side CU ¼ f0g  ½0;200 and
loaded by gravitational forces with the gravity acceleration
g = 9800 mm/s2.
To illustrate both the efﬁciency of the different strategies of the
coarse problem solution and the scalability of the Total FETI we
decomposed the body X into identical square subdomains with
the side length H (see Fig. 8). We gradually chose decompositions
into 8  24,16  48,24  72, 32  96, and 40  120 boxes. All sub-
domains were further discretized by the same uniform triangular
meshes characterized by the discretization parameter h and the ra-
tio H/h = 180. An example of the deformed body together with the
traces of decomposition for the choice of parameters h = 16.7 mm
and H = 66.7 mm is depicted in Fig. 8.
In Table 2, we report the computational times for preprocessing
and QG action of the parallel strategies for the coarse problem solu-
tion described in Section 6. Obviously the best strategy corre-sponds to case B4, where G is distributed in vertical blocks and
orthonormalized.
The Total FETI scalability results are summarized in Table 3 and
in Fig. 9. We can observe that the number of matrix–vector multi-
plications stays constant and solution and preprocessing times in-
crease only moderately in agreement with the theory.
8. Conclusions
We described reliable implementation of the action of a gener-
alized inverse of the local stiffness matrices and an efﬁcient mas-
sively parallel implementation of our Total FETI method. We
highlighted all important implementation ingredients. The efﬁ-
ciency of our implementation including the scalability were illus-
trated on the solution of 2D elastostatic model benchmark with
up to 315 millions of unknowns and 4800 cores. The results indi-
cate that the algorithm may be useful for very large engineering
problems. The related results, without the solution of large prob-
lems and effective regularization, have been published in [19–
23]. The Total FETI method has been used in the development of
scalable algorithms for the solution of nonlinear contact problems
of mechanics [12–14].
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